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Import Processing - Display Foreign Trade Data

Use

The employees in the purchasing department of a company enter all the necessary data for an import transaction. However, they need to have expert knowledge to process imports as well as detailed understanding of the transactions. Without any guidelines or training, this can lead to difficulties. The Import Processing Internet application component offers an easy-to-use browser interface with a clear display of the foreign trade data needed. You then only need to select an available purchase order for the import transaction and check the relevant data.

Types of Internet Application Components

- Intranet
- Business to Business

The ordering party can report any necessary changes to foreign trade data for a particular purchase order to the customs expert. The customs expert can use this application component to display the data and forward the change messages to the ordering party.

Customs agents (brokers) or the customer's forwarding agent usually complete the customs papers. This application component allows these different parties to exchange the data quickly and easily.

Advantages

- You do not need any training for this easy-to-use interface or any knowledge of R/3 transactions to maintain the foreign trade data.
- Errors will almost never occur
- Anybody can display the foreign trade data directly
- The R/3 System manages the foreign trade data centrally

Integration

Depending on the type of purchase order, you can either display or maintain the data.

Prerequisites

The following requirements must be met before you can display foreign trade data:

- A purchase order must exist
- The purchase order is for import

Features

The Import Processing Internet application component displays foreign trade data for the import transaction.

The process starts when a purchase order is entered and follows the complete purchasing chain. Once you have entered the document number, you only have to select the header or item data to check the relevant import data. The traffic light function enables you to recognize immediately which item or header data is incomplete and needs maintaining.
Service Name

The service name of this Internet application component is VX98, where you will find all the relevant files in the SAP@Web Studio.
Import Processing Procedure - Display FT Data

Purpose

The process described here takes place in the standard R/3 System. If you would like to represent your own processes, you should use the Internet application component that is delivered in the standard system as a template. Only change the copies - do not modify the development objects in the standard system (if necessary, use your own namespace).

Process Flow

The process flow for the Import Processing Internet application component in the SAP standard system is as follows:

1. Logon to the relevant homepage of the R/3 System.
2. Choose the purchase order that you want to edit from the list of purchase orders.
3. If the system displays several purchase orders for editing, choose the one for which you want to check import data.
4. Check the relevant data in the Header and Item fields.